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A B S T R A C T 

We present predictions for cosmic evolution of populations of supermassive black holes (SMBHs) forming from Population 

III.1 seeds, i.e. early, metal-free dark matter minihaloes forming far from other sources, parametrized by isolation distance, d iso . 
Extending previous work that explored this scenario to z = 10, we follow evolution of a (60 Mpc ) 3 volume to z = 0. We focus 
on evolution of SMBH comoving number densities, halo occupation fractions, angular clustering, and 3D clustering, exploring 

a range of d iso constrained by observed local number densities of SMBHs. We also compute synthetic projected observational 
fields, in particular, a case comparable to the Hubble Ultra Deep Field. We compare Pop III.1 seeding to a simple halo mass 
threshold model, commonly adopted in cosmological simulations of galaxy formation. Major predictions of the Pop III.1 model 
include that all SMBHs form by z ∼ 25, after which their comoving number densities are near-constant, with low merger rates. 
Occupation fractions evolve to concentrate SMBHs in the most massive haloes by z = 0, but with rare cases of SMBHs in haloes 
down to ∼ 10 

8 M �. The d iso scale at epoch of formation, e.g. 100 kpc-proper at z ∼ 30, i.e. ∼ 3 Mpc-comoving, is imprinted 

in the SMBH two-point angular correlation function, remaining discernible as a low-amplitude feature to z ∼ 1. The SMBH 

3D two-point correlation function at z = 0 also shows lower amplitude compared to equivalently massive haloes. We discuss 
prospects for testing these predictions with observational surv e ys of SMBH populations. 

Key words: astroparticle physics – black hole physics – stars: formation – stars: Population III – galaxies: haloes – dark matter. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

he origin of supermassive black holes (SMBHs) is one of the most
utstanding open questions of contemporary astrophysics. These 
MBHs have masses � 10 5 M � and are found at the centre of most
assive galaxies (e.g. Graham 2016 ; Volonteri, Habouzit & Colpi 

021 ; Lusso, Valiante & Vito 2022 ). Disco v eries of high redshift
uasars, such as J1007 + 2115 at z = 7.515 (Yang et al. 2020 ) and
0313-1806 at z = 7.642 (Wang et al. 2021 ), which are estimated to
ost SMBHs with masses � 10 9 M �, place stringent constraints on
MBH formation and growth scenarios. In particular, the existence 
f these quasars imply that at least some SMBHs could form and
ro w ef ficiently to very high masses by the time the universe was
nly ∼700 million years old. Even assuming very early formation 
t z ∼ 30, for Eddington-limited accretion the SMBH seed mass 
ould need to be � 10 4 M � and a later formation epoch would

mply even higher seed masses. While scenarios of super-Eddington 
ccretion have been proposed (e.g. Kohri, Sekiguchi & Wang 2022 ), 
umerical simulations indicate that typical gas supply rates to 
arly formed SMBHs are impacted by star formation feedback and 
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ill be far below the level needed to sustain Eddington-limited 
ccretion rates (e.g. O’Shea et al. 2005 ; Jeon et al. 2023 ). These
onsiderations moti v ate the need for models of black hole formation
t the supermassive, � 10 5 M � scale. 

There are a variety of proposed ideas for the physical mechanism
f SMBH formation (e.g. Rees 1978 ). One suggested process is
direct collapse’, which involves a massive primordial composition 
as cloud contained in a relatively massive, atomically cooled halo 
f ∼ 10 8 M �. The cloud collapses into a single, supermassive star
f 10 4 –10 6 M � that then forms an SMBH (e.g. Bromm & Loeb
003 ; Begelman, Volonteri & Rees 2006 ; Lodato & Natarajan 2006 ;
hang, Bryan & Haiman 2010 ; Montero, Janka & M ̈uller 2012 ; Maio
t al. 2019 ; Bhowmick et al. 2022a ). Although the number density
f black holes emerging from direct collapse would be enough to
xplain the currently known population of high redshift quasars, the 
onditions required for this scenario are not thought to be common
nough to explain the total observed population of SMBHs at z = 0
Chon et al. 2016 ; Wise et al. 2019 ). Furthermore, recent simulations
ave shown that the supermassive stars forming via this mechanism 

ight not be as massive as initially predicted, but only reaching
 10 4 M �, due to the turbulent environment present in the initial

tages of galaxy formation, which disrupts the accretion flow (Regan 
t al. 2020 ). 

http://orcid.org/0000-0002-6260-1165
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Another mechanism to form intermediate or even SMBHs is
hrough runaway stellar mergers in young and dense clusters to create
tars with masses of the order ∼ 200 − 10 3 M � (e.g. Portegies Zwart
t al. 2004 ). This mass can be reached through repeated collisions if
he massive stars can reach the cluster core to increase the collision
ate drastically (Ebisuzaki 2003 ) before they explode as supernovae.
as accretion-driven compression of a dense cluster of stellar mass
lack holes to form an SMBH has also been proposed (Kroupa et al.
020 ). Ho we ver, in general, predicting whether the conditions needed
or such dense clusters arise in galaxies and at what rate is very
hallenging given the the need to resolve the formation and evolution
f individual stars, so predictions for the cosmological population of
uch systems are highly uncertain (see e.g. Boekholt et al. 2018 ;
hon & Omukai 2020 ; Tagawa, Haiman & Kocsis 2020 ). 
Another class of SMBH seeding model considers the very first, so-

alled Population (Pop) III stars as potential progenitors. Ho we ver,
onventional models of Pop III star formation predict stellar masses
hat are ‘only’ ∼ 100 M � (e.g. Abel, Bryan & Norman 2002 ; Bromm,
oppi & Larson 2002 ; Tan & McK ee 2004 ; McK ee & Tan 2008 ;
osoka wa et al. 2011 ; Susa, Hase ga wa & Tominaga 2014 ), which
ould only have the ability to produce stellar-mass black holes,

.e. relati vely lo w-mass seeds. Ho we ver, as discussed in more detail
elow, Pop III SMBH seeding models have been re vi ved by Banik,
an & Monaco ( 2019 ) when allowing for the potential effects of dark
atter self-annihilation on the mass scale of formed stars (Spolyar,
reese & Gondolo 2008 ; Natarajan, Tan & OShea 2009 ; Freese et al.
010 ; Rindler-Daller et al. 2015 ). 
More exotic models involving modification of the standard cold

ark matter paradigm have also been proposed. For example, if
ark matter undergoes self-interaction, then this could provide a
echanism for SMBH seeding via collapse of the haloes themselves

e.g. Feng, Yu & Zhong 2021 ). An even more extreme scenario is one
n which SMBHs are primordial black holes, although this appears to
e disfa v oured by the clustering analysis of Shinohara et al. ( 2023 ). 
Given the uncertainty of SMBH formation models and the diffi-

ulty of resolving the small-scale physics, cosmological simulations
ave typically made very simplified assumptions for the SMBH
eeding process based on the properties of the parent halo or galaxy.
ne of the simplest and most widely used models is the halo mass

hreshold (HMT) seeding scheme based on the methods developed
y Sijacki et al. ( 2007 ) and Di Matteo et al. ( 2008 ), in which a
eed black hole is assumed to form in a halo crossing a certain
ass threshold. The Illustris project (Vogelsberger et al. 2014 ) used

his mechanism to add SMBHs of mass 1 . 4 × 10 5 M � in each halo,
hich crosses a mass threshold of m th = 7 . 1 × 10 10 M �. A similar

pproach was used in the Evolution and Assembly of GaLaxies and
heir Environments simulation (Barber et al. 2016 ). 

More recent simulations have taken into consideration additional
roperties of the host galaxy for SMBH seeding. For example, the
orizon-active galactic nucleus (AGN) simulation (Volonteri et al.
016 ) required gas and stellar densities and stellar velocity dispersion
o exceed certain thresholds for a galaxy to form a black hole,
ith a seed mass of 10 5 M � adopted. In addition, all the forming
lack holes needed to be separated by at least 50 comoving kpc,
nd their formation was only allowed down to z = 1.5. Adopting
imilar criteria, the OBELISK simulation (Trebitsch et al. 2021 ) also
pplied conditions of gas and stellar density needing to exceed certain
hresholds, including Jeans instability of the gas, as well as a required
solation of 50 kpc from other SMBHs to a v oid multiple black holes
orming in the same galaxy. If all these conditions were satisfied,
hen a black hole of 3 × 10 4 M � was assigned to the galaxy. In
nother approach, the ROMULUS simulation (Tremmel et al. 2017 )
NRAS 525, 969–982 (2023) 
mployed criteria of a limit on metallicity, a threshold on gas density,
nd a restricted temperature range for SMBH formation, with a
eed mass of 10 6 M � adopted. In yet another axample, Bhowmick
t al. ( 2022b ) have considered a variety of gas-based SMBH seeding
rescriptions and a range of seed masses from ∼10 4 to 10 6 M �.
hile the investigation of certain thresholds of physical quantities

or SMBH formation is an advance on a simple HMT models, the
bo v e studies are still far from being a complete physical description
f SMBH formation. 
In this work, we focus on a formation scenario in which Population

II.1 stars are the progenitors of SMBHs. Pop III.1 stars are defined
o be Pop III (i.e. metal free) stars forming in the first dark matter
inihaloes to form in a given region of the universe and so are isolated

rom other stellar or SMBH feedback sources (McKee & Tan 2008 ).
n this model, it is assumed that in the absence of any significant
adiative (or mechanical) feedback, a single dominant protostar forms
t the centre of the minihalo and has its structure affected by the
nergy input from Weakly Interacting Massiv e P article (WIMP)
ark matter self annihilation inside the protostar (Spolyar et al.
008 ; Natarajan et al. 2009 ; Freese et al. 2010 ; Rindler-Daller et al.
015 ). Such protostars maintain relatively cool photospheres and
hus low levels of ionizing feedback, which allows efficient accretion
f the baryonic content of the minihalo, i.e. ∼ 10 5 M �, to form a
upermassive star, which subsequently collapses efficiently to an
MBH after a few Myr. 
This Pop III.1 seeding mechanism, which is based on locating

solated minihaloes, was applied in a cosmological simulation by
anik et al. ( 2019 ; hereafter Paper I ). The evolution was followed

rom high redshifts down to z = 10. The main free parameter
n the model is the isolation distance ( d iso ), i.e. how far a newly
orming minihalo needs to be from previously formed haloes in
rder to be a Pop III.1 source. For a fiducial value of d iso = 100 kpc
proper distance), the model yields co-moving number densities of
MBHs that match the estimated level of the known z = 0 SMBH
opulation. Note that, in this case (and all other reasonable cases),
ost minihaloes do not form Pop III.1 sources. Rather, most are
op III.2 sources, which are metal free, b ut ha ving been disturbed
y radiative feedback, they are expected to undergo significant
ragmentation to form only lower-mass (e.g. ∼ 10 M �) stars (Greif &
romm 2006 ). 
In this paper, we take this Pop III.1 seeding mechanism and extend

he results down to the local universe, z = 0. In Section 2 , we briefly
escribe our seeding algorithm and the tools used to apply it. Then
e present our results in Section 3 , starting with the evolution of
umber density of seeded haloes down to z = 0. We compare these
esults with the HMT scheme and discuss the SMBH occupation
raction and clustering properties of seeded haloes. Finally, we
reate synthetic Hubble Ultra Deep Fields (HUDFs) to demonstrate
he possibility of using the HUDF to differentiate among different
eeding mechanisms. We then present our conclusions in Section 4 . 

 M E T H O D S  

.1 PINOCCHIO simulations 

s in Paper I, to test our Pop III.1 seeding mechanism, we used
he PINOCCHIO code (Monaco, Theuns & Taffoni 2002 ; Munari
t al. 2017 ) to generate a cosmological box of 59.7 Mpc (40
 

−1 Mpc for h = 0.67) with standard Planck cosmology (Planck
ollaboration 2020 ) and study the formation of DM (mini-)haloes

n that box. PINOCCHIO uses Lagrangian Perturbation Theory (e.g.
outarde et al. 1991 ) to approximate the evolution of cosmological
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erturbations in a � CDM univ erse. F or a giv en set of initial
onditions, the code generates outputs in the form of catalogs at 
ifferent redshifts, which contain mass, position, and velocity of the 
M haloes and a complete information of the merger histories of all

he haloes with continuous time sampling. 
This code was written for applications in cosmology, where 

uge volumes with moderate mass resolution are requested, and 
ts performance heavily depends on the mass resolution adopted. 
o resolve minihaloes of ∼ 10 6 M �, it is necessary to sample a
9.7 Mpc box with 4096 3 particles; this results in a particle mass of
 . 23 × 10 5 M �, and we adopted a minimum mass of 10 particles (that
ould be unacceptable for an N -body simulation, but it is acceptable

or a semi-analytic code like PINOCCHIO ), resulting in a minihalo 
ass of 1 . 23 × 10 6 M �. 
Such a large simulation can only be run on a supercomputer, 

istributing the computation on a large number of MPI tasks. The 
onstruction of haloes from collapsed particles is performed in 
agrangian space: the box is divided in sub-boxes, and the grouping 
lgorithm is run on the the particles belonging to its domain. Haloes
ear or across the sub-box borders would not be constructed correctly, 
o the sub-box is augmented with a ‘boundary layer’ (a ghost region)
hose size should scale with the Lagrangian radius R max of the largest
alo one expects to find in the simulation volume (that can be of the
rder of several Mpc). This implies an o v erhead in memory that can
e significant. When dividing a small box into many tasks, the size
f the sub-boxes can be of the same order of (if not larger than)
 max , making the memory o v erhead unsustainable. The constraint is
eakened by stopping the simulation at higher redshift, when R max 

s still small. As a result, with V4 of PINOCCHIO (Munari et al. 2017 )
sed in Paper I, we were only able to push the simulation down to
 = 10. 

We use here the no v el V5 of the code, which implements a number
f numerical techniques to impro v e memory efficiency. This code 
ill be presented elsewhere; the strategy to perform halo construction 

t high resolution is the following. The sub-box is augmented with a
oundary layer as large as needed, but instead of storing the properties 
f all particles in the augmented sub-box, we start by storing only
he particles that lie in the sub-box (excluding the boundary layer) 
nd are predicted to collapse by z = 0. Then the halo construction
ode is run once, collecting a tentative list of haloes; after that, all the
articles that are in the boundary layer and lie within N Lag times the
agrangian size of any formed haloes are added to the list of particles.
fter collecting the extra information, the halo construction code is 

un again, generating the final list of haloes. Memory occupation 
hus depends on the parameter N Lag ; our tests show that N Lag = 3
uarantees a convergent result, but an extreme run such as the one
e present here was possible only by using N Lag = 2. The 59.7 Mpc
ox with full 4096 3 resolution was thus run to z = 0 on 800 MPI
asks o v er 100 computing nodes (each with 256 GB of RAM), so
he domain was divided into 6 × 6 × 7.5 Mpc sub-volumes for halo
onstruction. The resulting halo mass function showed two problems 
hat are presented in greater detail in an appendix. We discuss here
heir nature and their implications. 

As a consequence of the difficulty of calibrating the formation 
f haloes with a very steep power spectrum, the mass of the first
aloes is underestimated by a factor of ∼2 at z ∼ 30, decreasing to
 negligible value at z ∼ 10. This is a known trend in PINOCCHIO ,
isible, e.g. in fig. 1 of Munari et al. ( 2017 ), where the z = 3
alo mass function is slightly underestimated in those tests. We are 
orking to impro v e this prediction, but we do not consider this

s a showstopper for several reasons: our seed BHs are already 
redicted to form very early, so this underestimation only causes 
s to be slightly conserv ati ve in their formation redshift, i.e. in
 act, they w ould already have formed at slightly higher z. In our
imple modelling, we are assuming here immediate formation of 
he protostar and then the SMBH, whereas in reality, this might take
everal Myr or even tens of Myr. The time span that separating z = 32
rom z = 29 is only ∼14 Myr, so neglecting astrophysical time-scales
eads to an o v erestimation of formation redshift, which compensates
gainst the underestimation problem. Finally, the minihalo threshold 
ass can be consider to be a second free parameter of the modelling

although one that has physical moti v ation to be close to 10 6 M �),
o one can simply consider our predictions to be valid for minihalo
asses of 2 . 5 × 10 6 M �. We add to these arguments the fact

hat inaccuracies in halo masses do not propagate as inaccuracies 
n halo positions, which are crucial outcomes of our seeding 
cheme. 

A more serious problem is connected to the inaccurate recon- 
truction of haloes more massive than 10 12 M �. Indeed, the small
ize of the sub-box domain for constructing haloes results in a poor
econstruction of massive haloes. This problems makes predictions 
t z = 0 unreliable. We thus produced the same box at a lower
esolution, sampled with 1024 3 particles, on a single MPI task on
 256 GB node. Again, this was possible thanks to V5 of the code.
n this case, halo construction is as good as it can be. Ho we ver,
he identification of haloes that contain seed SMBHs has been 
erformed in the high resolution box, and though the simulations 
hare the same large-scale structure, matching massive haloes in 
he two boxes is not a clean procedure. We then resorted to this
lgorithm: starting from the fact that one low-resolution particle 
ontains 64 high-resolution ones, we calculated which particle in the 
ower resolution box includes the seeded mini-halo, and assigned the 
eed to the halo that contains that specific low-resolution particle. 
e checked that results at z = 0 produced with the low- and high-

esolution simulations were consistent, with a significant difference 
n clustering of haloes more massive than a certain threshold that is
n expected consequence of the inaccurate mass reconstruction and 
he known relation of halo bias with halo mass. In the following, we
ill present results at z = 0 based on the low-resolution box, unless
entioned otherwise. 

.2 Seeding scheme 

o determine which haloes are seeded with a Pop III.1 star and
hence SMBH, consider the scenario depicted in Fig. 1 , unfolding
n the early universe. The figure shows three stars A, B, and C in
ifferent haloes where only A and C become Pop III.1 stars, whereas
 is a Pop III.2 star, depending on the separation and formation order.
tar A formed first, which then influenced its environment within a
phere of radius equal to d feedback , expected to be primarily radiative
eedback. Since this star is in a pristine primordial gas without the
nfluence of any feedback from nearby stars, it is defined to be a Pop
II.1 star. Star B, which subsequently forms at a distance less than
 feedback from star A, is affected by the feedback and hence is a Pop
II.2 star (or even a Pop II star if it has been chemically polluted).
inally, star C forms beyond the regions affected by feedback from
ources A and B and is thus also assigned to be a Pop III.1 star and
hus an SMBH. For the model considered here, the feedback distance
s set equal to the isolation distance d iso . So ef fecti vely, the condition
or a star to be regarded as a Pop III.1 star is that when it is forming,
here should be no previously formed haloes present in the sphere
f radius d iso . We consider d iso as a free parameter in our theory and
ary it to match the observed number density of the SMBHs in the
ocal Universe. 
MNRAS 525, 969–982 (2023) 
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Figure 1. A schematic illustration of the Pop III.1 SMBH seeding scenario 
depicting the conditions for a star to be isolated enough to be considered as 
a Pop III.1 star (see text). 
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.3 Seed identification in the dark matter catalogs 

o perform the seed identification analysis from the dark matter
atalogs generated by PINOCCHIO , we first divided the entire redshift
ange (from z = 0 to the redshift when the first minihalo forms,
 ≈ 40) into small bins of widths ranging from �z = 1, 2, or 3,
epending on the output catalogs available, which in turn depends
n the relative change in positions of (mini)haloes. The bins are
ider at high redshifts, but smaller at lower redshifts. Then for each

edshift interval ( z l , z h ] where ( z h > z l ), we utilized k -d tree data
tructure to create a three-dimensional map in position space of all
he haloes existing between z h and z l . The positions used to create
he tree are taken from the output catalog of PINOCCHIO at the lower
edshift of the interval ( z l ). Since the positions are not updated once
he tree is constructed, we account for the change in the positions
ithin this redshift interval by finding the maximum change ( δ) of
osition among all the haloes existing for the entire redshift range.
hen, for each minihalo crossing the mass threshold of 10 6 M � (or
s in the nomenclature of PINOCCHIO : ‘appearing’) at a redshift z app 

 ( z l , z h ], we perform a ball search using the k -d tree to find all the
aloes around the appearing minihalo within a sphere of radius d iso 

2 δ. 1 If there exists even a single halo at the redshift z app within this
phere, then this minihalo is flagged as a halo containing a non-Pop
II.1 star at its centre. If there are no haloes existing at this redshift,
hen the ball search is performed again with the same minihalo at
he centre, but this time within a sphere of radius d iso + 2 δ. Then
or all the haloes existing at redshift z app within the shell of radius
 iso ± 2 δ, we find the exact distance between the minihalo at the
entre and all these haloes using the exact positions at z app . If this
istance is greater than d iso for all the haloes within the shell, then the
inihalo at the centre is flagged as a Pop III.1 source, i.e. an SMBH-

eeded halo. This process is repeated for each minihalo crossing
he threshold mass within the two redshifts, and then this whole
rocedure is performed again for all the redshift intervals until the
hole redshift range is co v ered. In this way, we are able to check the

solation condition for each minihalo appearing in the cosmological
ox and find all the seeded minihaloes. 
NRAS 525, 969–982 (2023) 

 A factor of 2 is multiplied with δ to account for the change in position of 
oth the minihalo at the centre of the sphere and all the other haloes within 
he sphere. 
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n

At smaller redshifts, the change in positions of the haloes ( δ) within
he redshift intervals becomes comparable to the isolation distance.
his implies that the quantity d iso − 2 δ can become ne gativ e (in our
imulation box, this happens at around z ≈ 15 for d iso = 50 kpc). In
his case, the ball search is directly performed in a sphere of radius
 iso + 2 δ, and then the exact distances between the minihalo at the
entre and all the other haloes existing at z app are calculated. 

This division of the entire redshift interval and creating the k -d
nly at specific redshifts is performed to a v oid reconstructing the
ree with the up-to-date position at every instance a new minihalo
ppears. Since the number of minihaloes is very large, it becomes
ighly e xpensiv e computationally to reconstruct the tree with updated
ositions each time a new minihalo appears. 

 RESULTS  

.1 Number density evolution 

s explained in the last section and in Paper I, we identify SMBH-
eeded haloes by the condition that the isolation sphere of radius
 iso around a newly forming minihalo is not populated by any other
xisting halo (of mass greater than our minihalo threshold mass).
he obtained results for the evolution of number density for different
alues of d iso (in proper distance units) are shown in Fig. 2 . The
oloured dotted lines show the number density evolution of total
umber of SMBHs, whereas the coloured solid lines show the number
ensity for seeded haloes (which are slightly smaller, especially at
ower redshifts, due to mergers). Compared to the number densities
n fig. 1 of Paper I, the values obtained here are moderately lower
by a factor of 1.45 for 100 kpc and 1.65 for 50 kpc) because we
ave considered periodic boundary conditions when identifying the
eeds, which was not done in Paper I. 

Fig. 2 also shows some observational estimates of n SMBH . An
stimate at z = 0, presented in Paper I, is calculated by assuming
hat each galaxy with luminosity greater than L min = 0.33 L ∗ hosts
 SMBH, with the error bar around this point assuming a range of
 min from 0.1 to 1.0 L ∗. Note, L ∗ is the characteristic luminosity
orresponding to M B = −19.7 + 5log h = −20.55 (e.g. Norberg
t al. 2002 ). Recent observations of high redshift AGNs from JWST
urv e ys hav e started pro viding lower limits on the number density
f SMBHs in the early universe, with one such estimate presented
y Harikane et al. ( 2023 ), from the sample of Nakajima et al. ( 2023 ;
lack diamonds in Fig. 2 ). Their estimate provides lower bounds on
he observed number density of Type I AGN at redshifts z = 4–7. 

Fig. 2 illustrates the expected behaviour that as the isolation
istance is reduced, the number of formed SMBHs increases, i.e.
t is easier to satisfy the isolation distance criterion. We can also
onclude that for a certain range of d iso ( ≈90–170 kpc), the number
ensity obtained is in reasonable agreement with the z = 0 estimate.
hus, the case with d iso = 200 kpc is disfa v oured simply by its

nability to produce enough SMBHs. A key feature of the fiducial
odel, i.e. with d iso = 100 kpc, is that all SMBHs have formed

ery early in the Universe: the process is essentially complete by 
 � 25. 

Fig. 2 also shows results for an example HMT model (shown
y green dashed line) in which each halo more massive than m th =
 . 1 × 10 10 M � is seeded (e.g. the Illustris project: Vogelsberger et al.
014 ; Sijacki et al. 2015 , etc.); note, this seeding scheme is driven by
he mass resolution of the simulation, i.e. haloes are seeded as soon
s they are resolved with a sufficient number of particles). The main
ifference compared to the fiducial Pop III.1 model is in the o v erall
umber density of SMBHs at z � 5. 



SMBH formation and evolution to z = 0 973 

Figure 2. Evolution of the comoving number density of SMBHs, n SMBH , for different theoretical models. Results for Pop III.1 models with several values of 
isolation distance (in proper distance) are shown, as labelled. The dotted lines show the total number of SMBHs that ever formed, while the solid lines show 

remaining number of seeded haloes after accounting for mergers. An example HMT model is shown by the dashed green line in which each halo with mass 
higher than m th = 7 . 1 × 10 10 M � is seeded (see text). The green shaded region sho ws the ef fect of lo wering and raising m th by a factor of 2. The violet dashed 
line shows the results of a simulation modelling SMBH formation via direct collapse (Chon et al. 2016 ). The black solid square indicates an estimate for the 
number density of SMBHs at z = 0, assuming each galaxy with luminosity higher than L min = 0.33 L ∗ contains one SMBH, with the range shown by the error 
bar obtained by varying L min from 0.1 L ∗ to L ∗. The black diamonds are estimated lower limits of n SMBH from JWST observations of Type I AGN (Harikane 
et al. 2023 ). 

Table 1. Total number of formed SMBHs ( N SMBH, form 

), total number of 
SMBHs remaining at z = 0 assuming efficient mergers [ N SMBH ( z = 0)], the 
difference between these [ � N SMBH = N SMBH, form 

− N SMBH ( z = 0)], which 
is equi v alent to the number of mergers, and the fraction of original SMBHs 
that are destroyed by mergers ( f merger = � N SMBH / N SMBH, form 

). 

d iso (kpc) N SMBH, form 

N SMBH ( z = 0) � N SMBH f merger (%) 

50 15 356 12 051 3305 21.52 
75 3394 2760 634 18.68 
100 1234 1043 191 15.48 
150 306 280 26 8.50 
200 121 116 5 4.13 
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We also show the results of a simulation by Chon et al. ( 2016 ) mod-
lling the formation of SMBHs via the direct collapse mechanism. 
ere, they simulated a 20 h −1 Mpc box and found only two SMBHs

ormed (at z � 15 and 21). Even though this simulation was only run
own to z = 9, the number density is not expected to increase much at
o wer redshifts, gi ven the conditions assumed to be needed for direct
ollapse, i.e. massive, irradiated, tidally stable, metal-free haloes. 

hile this model allows some SMBHs to form relatively early, as
iscussed in Section 1 , the o v erall number densities achieved by this
echanism are much smaller than are needed to explain the entire 

bserved SMBH population. 
We quantify the number of mergers that occur between seeded 

aloes in the Pop III.1 models. Table 1 shows the total number
f SMBHs that formed ( N SMBH, form 

) and the number of haloes
ontaining them at z = 0 [ N SMBH ( z = 0)]. Assuming efficient merging
f SMBHs that are in the same halo, then the number of mergers is
 N SMBH = N SMBH, form 

− N SMBH ( z = 0). A feature of the Pop III.1
eeding mechanism is that SMBHs are initially spread out from each
ther, so that there are relati vely fe w binary SMBHs and few mergers.
 detailed analysis of the mergers, including the binary (and higher
rder multiples) AGN number densities and the gravitational wave 
ackground emanating from these mergers, will be discussed in a 
uture paper in this series. 

A caveat of our seeding model is that at small redshifts, around � 6,
he isolation distance in comoving units becomes so small that many
inihaloes that appear after this redshift start satisfying the isolation 

riteria. This effect would result in an increase in number density by
round two orders of magnitude by z = 0 from the converged values
round z ≈ 20, for all cases of d iso . Ho we ver, since reionization has
ompleted by z ≈ 8 (Planck Collaboration 2020 ), we assume that the
ormation of Pop III.1 sources is also not possible below this redshift.
ence, in our analysis, we set a limit of seed formation to be only
ossible until z = 8. For most cases of the isolation distances, we
onsidered ( ≥75 kpc), the number density is already converged at
edshifts greater than z = 20. Ho we ver, for the case of 50 kpc, new
eeds still keep on appearing until z = 8 (although below z = 15 the
otal number only increases by about 1 per cent). 

In Fig. 3 , we show a visual representation of the seeded haloes in
he box at different redshifts, for all the isolation distances considered
n Fig. 2 . As discussed, the 50 kpc case is the most crowded with
he highest number of seeded haloes at every epoch shown. Initially,
MNRAS 525, 969–982 (2023) 
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Figure 3. Projection of the positions of seeded haloes ( red ) and non-seeded haloes ( blue ) in the XY plane of the box for different isolation distances. The 
redshift is shown in the top right corner of each panel (same for each row). Only the 30 000 most massive non-seeded haloes within each panel are shown for 
ease of visualization. 
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SMBH formation and evolution to z = 0 975 

Figure 4. Evolution of SMBH occupation fraction of haloes for different cases of d iso . Top row depicts the fraction in log scale, while the bottom row shows 
the same data in linear scale. The mass bins are divided into equal bins of width 0.2 dex. 

Figure 5. Cumulative occupation fractions of haloes having masses greater than a given value (see legend). The shaded region represents ±1 σ error due to 
counting statistics. 
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ll the seeds emerge in a relatively unclustered manner, but even- 
ually, the clustering increases as lower-mass seeded haloes migrate 
owards more massive haloes and merge with them in overdense 
egions. We perform a more detailed analysis of clustering in 
ection 3.3 . 

.2 Occupation fraction of seeded haloes 

rom observations of local galaxies, it appears that almost all massive 
alaxies contain a nuclear SMBH. This implies that the SMBH 

ccupation fraction of haloes should approach unity as halo mass 
ises. Fig. 4 shows the evolution of occupation fraction from one 
ealization of our 59.7 Mpc box, through four different redshifts for
aloes ranging from [5 × 10 7 , 2 × 10 14 ] M � (the upper limit of the
ass range is chosen to include the most massive halo at z = 0

n our 1024 3 resolution simulation box, measuring 1 . 2 × 10 14 M �).
s expected, with the decrease in the isolation distance, more and 
ore haloes are seeded and hence the occupation fraction is higher 

ompared to the same mass range for larger d iso . All the fractions
t z = 0 approach unity for the most massive haloes, independent
f the isolation distance. Interestingly, the most massive halo is not
l w ays occupied by an SMBH throughout the redshift evolution in
ur simulations. F or e xample, at z = 4, there can be significant
ractions of the most massive haloes, i.e. ∼ 10 12 M �, that are not
eeded, as in the case of d iso = 100 kpc. Fig. 4 also shows that
or d iso = 200 kpc the occupation fraction for haloes with masses

10 12 M � at z = 0 is quite small, � 0.1, which is a further indication
hat it produces too few SMBHs. 

Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the cumulative occu- 
ation fraction, i.e. for all haloes more massive than 
 10 8 , 10 9 , 10 10 , 10 11 , 10 12 , 10 13 } M �, for three different cases of
solation distance. If we consider only the most massive haloes 
 > 10 13 M �), the fraction is close to one (as also evident from
ig. 4 ). At a given redshift, as we consider less massive haloes,

he occupation fraction decreases. At a given mass threshold, as we
o v e out to higher redshift, the occupation generally rises, since

hese haloes become relatively more extreme members of the global 
alo population. Interestingly, the occupation fraction for all haloes 
MNRAS 525, 969–982 (2023) 
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Figure 6. Mass function of seeded haloes at different redshifts for d iso = 50, 100, and 200 kpc cases (left to right). 

Figure 7. The 3D 2pcf for the seeded haloes more massive than 10 10 M �, at z = 0 for different isolation distances. The blue points show the correlation 
function for only the haloes containing SMBHs, while the orange points show the correlation for all the haloes, with or without an SMBH. For the red points, 
we randomly select haloes from the pool of all the haloes, but with the same number and mass distribution as the seeded haloes. The error bars indicate 1 σ
deviations from the mean value from randomly sampling 50 times. The green points show the correlation for haloes seeded according to the HMT scheme, in 
which all the haloes greater than m th = 7 . 1 × 10 10 M � are seeded. 
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2 All the correlation functions presented in this section have been corrected 
by analytically adding large-scale clustering modes corresponding to scales 
larger than the box size. Refer to Appendix B for more details. 
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ore massive than 10 8 and 10 9 M � (10 10 M � as well, although
o a lower degree) at z = 0 differ by factors of approximately 10
mong the three cases of isolation distances considered, reflecting
he same differences in the global number densities at z = 0 (see
ig. 2 ). 
To obtain a better understanding of the mass function of the seeded

aloes, in Fig. 6 , we present the distribution functions of these haloes
or the d iso = 50, 100, and 200 kpc cases, including their evolution
ith redshift. We see that, as expected, these mass functions evolve

o higher masses as the universe evolves from z = 10 down to z =
. The peak of the seeded halo mass function is lower for smaller
alues of d iso . However, the distributions are quite broad, indicating
ignificant fractions of SMBHs in relatively low-mass haloes, even
t z = 0. In a future paper in this series, these seeded halo mass
unctions and the properties of their host galaxies will be compared
o SMBH census data, especially focusing on properties derived in
he local universe. 

.3 Clustering 

e perform a clustering analysis using the CORRFUNC library
Sinha & Garrison 2020 ) for PYTHON , and the results are shown
n Fig. 7 . By sampling r in 20 logarithmic bins of r min = 0.5 Mpc h −1 

o r max = 13.3 Mpc h −1 , we e v aluate the 3D, two-point correlation
NRAS 525, 969–982 (2023) 
unction 2 (2pcf) ξ hh ( r ) for all haloes more massive than 10 10 M �
t z = 0. Since PINOCCHIO only evolves dark matter haloes, the
nformation of substructures such as subhaloes within haloes is not
tored or tracked. This implies that only radial scales greater than the
ize of a typical dark matter halo (3 to 4 Mpc at z = 0) are rele v ant
or consideration. In other words, the correlation function presented
ere does not include the one-halo term. From the figure, we observe
hat the clustering of the SMBH-seeded haloes (blue points) is al w ays
ower compared to other cases. This is expected because of the nature
f our model, which results in larger distances between SMBHs and
ence smaller clustering amplitude. The plots for d iso = 50 and
00 kpc clearly depict this, while the case of 200 kpc suffers from
ow number statistics. The red points, which represent the clustering
f random haloes with the same number and mass distribution as
f the seeded haloes, are generally more than 1 σ higher than the
lue points, except at the largest scales. This can be clearly seen for
he fiducial case of 100 kpc. We also show the clustering for the
ducial case of HMT schemes with m th = 7 . 1 × 10 10 M � (Sijacki
t al. 2015 ) depicted by green points. This model also generally
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Figure 8. Evolution of projected correlation function for d iso = 50 kpc (top row) and 100 kpc (bottom row) cases. The blue line is the average after computing 
the correlation of the seeds from three orthogonal sides of the box and the shaded region represents the 1 σ spread. The control sample is the correlation of 
haloes selected randomly but with the same mass and number distribution as the seeded haloes at that redshift. The red line refers to the average after randomly 
sampling 10 times and the shaded region refers to 1 σ deviations from the mean. The vertical grey line refers to the size of the isolation radius at the mean 
formation redshift ( d iso ( ̄z form 

)) of the seeded haloes, and the grey region represents 1 σ deviation from the mean. For 100 kpc, z̄ form 

= 32 . 08, and for 50 kpc, 
z̄ form 

= 27 . 14. The angular axis on top of each panel corresponds to the angular scale of r p projected on the sky at the respective redshift. 
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hows higher clustering than our Pop III.1 seeding model. Thus a 
lustering analysis of census of a local Universe ( z = 0) surv e y of all
or a significant fraction) of SMBHs has the potential to distinguish
etween these SMBH seeding mechanisms. 

In Fig. 8 , we show the evolution of the projected correlation
unction for the d iso = 50 and 100 kpc cases (blue lines), compared to
aloes with the same mass and number distribution as the respective 
eeded haloes (red lines). As seen in the 3D 2pcf, the clustering of
he seeded haloes is al w ays lower than the randomly selected haloes
nd this trend is observ ed ev en at higher redshifts. Furthermore, there
s a significant drop of the clustering amplitude of the seeded haloes
or scales lower than d iso ( ̄z form 

) (vertical grey band), a signature of
eedback cleared bubbles, first discussed in Paper I for z ≥ 10. Here
e see that this signature of suppressed clustering persists to lower 

edshifts, although is gradually diminished as the Universe evolves 
o a more clustered state. 

We emphasize that comparing our clustering predictions at red- 
hifts greater than 1 or 2 is not feasible with currently available
bservational data. The measurements from a range of luminos- 
ty of AGNs at these redshifts imply minimum halo masses of

5 × 10 11 h 

−1 M � at z ∼ 3 (Alle v ato et al. 2014 ) to more than
0 12 h 

−1 M � at z ∼ 4 (He et al. 2018 ). For our 59.7 Mpc box, the
umber of seeded haloes abo v e these thresholds are quite low. For
nstance, for the d iso = 100 kpc case, only around 6 per cent of sources
re abo v e this threshold at z = 3 and only 0.7 per cent sources are
ore massive than 10 12 h 

−1 M � at z = 4. If we apply these halo
ass cuts on our seeded haloes, then the clustering signal is too

oisy to make any decent comparison with the observational data. 
oreo v er, at high halo masses, the occupation fraction approaches

nity, so for the measured clustering of bright AGNs, hosted in
elati vely massi ve haloes, we expect that they may cluster as
heir host haloes, with no appreciable difference with respect to 
urrently used models. More data on AGN, especially those that 
re present in lower-mass haloes/galaxies, are needed to test the 
odels. 
As a crude comparison, in Fig. 9 , we include the clustering mea-

urements from Zehavi et al. ( 2011 ), who performed the projected
lustering analysis of volume-limited sample of 570 000 galaxies 
rom the Seventh Data Release (Abazajian et al. 2009 ) of the Sloan
igital Sky Survey (York et al. 2000 ). The galaxies used in their data

xtend out to z = 0.25, with a median redshift of z ∼ 0.1. We compare
ur results at z = 0 for d iso = 50 and 100 kpc, along with the HMT
cheme, with their galaxy luminosity threshold cut result for M r <

19.0. We computed the relation between DM halo mass and r -band
bsolute magnitude by comparing the clustering amplitude of PINOC- 
HIO DM haloes with Zehavi et al.’s measurements, minimizing the 
2 of the clustering amplitude only for r p > 3 h −1 Mpc (to a v oid the
ne-halo clustering scales); for M r < −19.0, we find a clustering-
atched halo mass of M 

−19 . 0 
PIN = 1 . 91 × 10 12 h 

−1 M �, higher than the
alue suggested in that paper ( M 

−19 . 0 = 2 . 55 × 10 11 h 

−1 M �); this
MNRAS 525, 969–982 (2023) 
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Figure 9. Comparison of the results for the projected correlation function 
w p ( r p ) obtained from our simulations for d iso = 50 and 100 kpc and the HMT 

scheme at z = 0 with the observational data from Zehavi et al. ( 2011 ) for a 
M r < −19.0 magnitude cut. The shaded region shows scales smaller than the 
size of a typical halo at z = 0, i.e. r p < 3 h −1 Mpc, which are not of interest 
for our comparison due to limitations of our model (lack of sub-haloes). The 
HMT scheme and 50 kpc models o v erlap, as all haloes abo v e the threshold 
are seeded for that value of d iso . 
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s not surprising, given the different cosmology assumed in 2011.
e then applied this halo mass cut on our d iso = 50 and 100 kpc

ources, as well as the HMT scheme, and compared the projected
orrelation function for the M r < −19.0 threshold galaxies in Fig. 9 .
 or the re gion of interest, the clustering of the seeded haloes shows
ood agreement, within the errors, with the observations. The d iso =
0 kpc correlation completely o v erlaps the HMT one because all the
ources more massive than M 

−19 . 0 
PIN are seeded in this model. Also, at

his high-mass cut, most of the d iso = 50 kpc sources are also seeded
n the d iso = 100 kpc model, and hence their clustering follows
imilar trends. This is due to the fact that the occupation fraction
pproaches unity for the most massive haloes (see Section 3.2 ) for
ll the isolation distances, and since the mass cut is high, this means
NRAS 525, 969–982 (2023) 

Figure 10. Synthetic HUDF consisting of only the seeded haloes for 
hat most, if not all, the haloes are seeded, regardless of the isolation
istance. 

.4 Ultra deep field 

ne potential way to compare our model with observational data is
o count the number of SMBHs (i.e. appearing as AGN) present in
rojected deep fields of the Universe, such as the HUDF (Beckwith
t al. 2006 ; Ellis et al. 2013 ). We thus create a synthetic ultra deep field
UDF) populated with SMBHs that have formed in our simulations.
o achieve this, we use snapshots of haloes at different redshifts in

he 59.7 Mpc cosmological box, using the highest resolution run.
e pierce the box orthogonally from random positions (a v oiding

epetitions) and then stack the fields in redshift space to generate
he light cone of a 2.4 arcmin side length (i.e. same as the HUDF).
ig. 10 shows our constructed HUDF, for d iso = 50 and 100 kpc.
he fields shown are for the redshift range z ∈ [4, 16], with the
umber of haloes in the field equal to 9352 and 764 for d iso = 50 and
00 kpc, respectively. As expected, the field for the 50 kpc case is
uch more densely populated with seeded haloes as compared to

00 kpc. 
Fig. 11 shows the distribution of SMBHs within the redshift range

 = 5–10 in our synthetic HUDF, where we also display the number
f sources in redshift bins of �z = 1. The total number of sources
n the field ( last column ) for the fiducial d iso = 100 kpc model is
ve times higher than the fiducial HMT scheme. Thus a census
f AGNs at high redshifts ( z � 7) can distinguish between these
odels. Since the number density of sources in the HMT scheme

s quite low (effectively 0 for redshifts � 8 or 9), finding even a
andful of sources at these redshifts can put stringent constrains on
his seeding scheme. In Table 2 , we show the number of seeds in
he field for an extended redshift range by averaging from multiple
andom realizations of the light cone and by integrating the number
ensity o v er the field v olume. Almost all the a verages in the redshift
ins from the light cone are within 1 σ of the analytically calculated
alue from the number density. The analytic numbers also show the
rastic difference in the number of sources in the different seeding
chemes at high redshifts. 
d iso = 50 and 100 kpc cases o v er a redshift range from 4 to 16. 

rsity of Technology user on 15 Septem
ber 2023
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Figure 11. The distribution of SMBHs in redshift intervals in the range z = 5–10 in a synthetic HUDF, where the last column shows all the sources. The first 
ro w sho ws the case for d iso = 50 kpc. The second ro w sho ws the case for d iso = 100 kpc. The third ro w sho ws the distribution from the fiducial HMT scheme 
with m th = 7 . 1 × 10 10 M �. The total number of SMBHs in each panel is indicated in the top right corners of each. 

Table 2. Number of SMBHs in our synthetic HUDF, calculated by averaging over 100 random realizations of the light cone ( From light cone column) and 
by integrating the global number density ( From number density column) o v er the redshift ranges, for d iso = 100 kpc and the fiducial HMT scheme with 
m th = 7 . 1 × 10 10 M �. The errors on the averaged values correspond to 1 σ deviations. Note that all the numbers are rounded to the nearest integer. 

z range 100 kpc HMT 

From light cone From number density From light cone From number density 

4–5 110 ± 8 101 86 ± 19 105 
5–6 92 ± 6 90 36 ± 10 49 
6–7 85 ± 5 81 13 ± 6 18 
7–8 74 ± 6 73 3 ± 2 7 
8–9 69 ± 5 66 1 ± 1 1 
9–10 60 ± 5 60 0 0 
10–11 57 ± 5 54 0 0 
11–12 50 ± 5 50 0 0 
12–13 47 ± 4 46 0 0 
13–14 42 ± 4 43 0 0 
14–15 40 ± 5 40 0 0 
15–16 40 ± 5 37 0 0 
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 C O N C L U S I O N S  

e hav e e xplored the implication of the Pop III.1 seeding model
or cosmological distributions of SMBHs. This is a model that 
orms all SMBHs with a single mechanism based on the change of
rotostellar structure in some Pop III stars due to WIMP dark matter
article self annihilation. This leads to reduced ionizing feedback 
rom the protostar and efficient accretion of the baryonic content 
f the minihalo, thus naturally leading to a characteristic seed mass
f ∼ 10 5 M �. The model requires the Pop III.1 minihalo to form
n relative isolation from other sources. Thus the Pop III.1 seeding 
odel involves all SMBHs forming very early in the Universe, i.e. by
 ∼ 25, and with a relatively unclustered initial distribution. Indeed, 
ompared to all other astrophysical models for SMBH formation, the 
op III.1 model involves the earliest and least clustered distribution 
f seeds. This implies that in the Pop III.1 model, black holes have
lenty of time to grow via accretion to explain the known high redshift 
uasars, without the need of sustained super-Eddington accretion. 
The Pop III.1 model, while being a physical model for the

ormation of the whole SMBH population, is relatively simple, 
.e. with only one free parameter, the isolation distance d iso . This
eans that the model can be easily explored in cosmological volume

imulations that resolve minihaloes, as was done first in Paper I. The
onstraint of matching an estimate for the local comoving number 
ensity of SMBHs, gives quite tight constraints on d iso � 100 kpc
proper distance). This implies most SMBHs formed at z � 30, when
he isolation distance corresponded to a comoving scale of ∼ 3 Mpc.
ollowing on from Paper I, we have explored the implications of the
op III.1 SMBH seeding model down to low redshifts, i.e. all the
ay to z = 0, which is important to allow connection to observations,

ncluding the HUDF and local galaxy and SMBH populations. We 
MNRAS 525, 969–982 (2023) 
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ave also compared this model with another simple seeding scheme,
.e. the HMT model, that is commonly implemented in cosmological
olume simulations. 

As presented before, all SMBHs form very early in the universe,
nd their number density then remains approximately constant after
 redshift of ∼25. Only a small fraction of the seeded haloes merge
ith each other by z = 0. The evolution of the occupation fraction
f seeded haloes shows a rise to unity for the most massive haloes
y z = 0. Ho we ver, at intermediate redshifts, there can be significant
ractions of most massive haloes that are unseeded. 

Our clustering analysis found that Pop III.1 seeded haloes show
o wer le vels of clustering compared to random haloes with the same

ass and number distribution as the seeded haloes, at all redshifts.
o we ver, to connect this result to observations of AGN (e.g. Alle v ato

t al. 2014 ; He et al. 2018 ) requires development of a SMBH growth
odel, which is planned for a future paper in this series. We also

oticed a dip in the clustering of the seeded haloes at scales smaller
han the isolation distance at the mean formation redshift, which is
ue to the feedback suppression of the isolation bubbles. This was
rst discussed at z = 10 in Paper I, and we have shown that this sup-
ression persists even at lower redshift, discernible down to z ≈ 1–2.
To compare the clustering of our seeded haloes with observational

ata of galaxies, we turned to the galaxy clustering results from
ehavi et al. ( 2011 ). We were able to conclude that the clustering
f the seeded haloes for 50 and 100 kpc isolation distances are in
greement with the observations after applying appropriate mass
uts on the halo masses. For comparison with SMBH populations,
ather than just galaxies in general, it is clear that having the most
omplete census in a well-defined, relatively large local volume is
ighly desirable. Information on this local population is needed both
or the total number density and to carry out a clustering analysis
f the SMBHs that can be compared to the results of our models.
o we ver, obtaining such a census is challenging, given the difficulty
f detecting relatively low-mass and faint SMBHs (see e.g. Reines &
omastri 2016 ). Another promising avenue to be explored relates

o the properties of binary AGN and resulting mergers that produce
ra vitational wa v es, i.e. sensitiv e to the e xtreme end of the clustering
ignal. These aspects will be considered in detail in forthcoming
apers in this series. 
Finally, we discussed the potential of using high redshift AGN

umber counts in the HUDF (or other deep fields) to differentiate
mong seeding mechanisms and for constraining the value of
solation distance. Detection of just a small number of SMBHs at z
 8 would begin to discriminate between the fiducial HMT scheme

nd the Pop III.1 model. 
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Figure A2. Halo mass function of the full- (thick solid lines) and low- 
resolution (thin solid lines) boxes at low redshift. Lines are colour-coded in 
redshift (see legend). Dashed lines are the Crocce et al. ( 2010 ) analytic fit. 

Figure A3. Fraction of haloes of a given mass that contain a seed SMBH, 
for d iso = 100 kpc. Resolution is colour-coded (see legend). Thicker lines 
emphasize the full-resolution (4096) and low-resolution (1024) runs. 
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PPENDIX  A :  M AT C H I N G  FULL-  A N D  

OW-RESOLUTION  P I N O C C H I O RU N S  

e run the 59.7 Mpc box at the full resolution of 4096 3 particles
nd at a lower resolution of 1024 3 particles. These resolutions 
orrespond to particle masses of 1 . 23 × 10 5 M � and 7 . 87 × 10 6 M �.
he minimum mass for haloes has been set to 10 particles in both
ases. Fig. A1 shows the mass function of the full-resolution box at
igh redshift, where it is evident that the early growth of massive
aloes is slower than in a universal model [in this case the fit to
he friends-of-friends halo mass function of Crocce et al. ( 2010 )].

e stress that there is no reason to believe that this analytic fit is
igure A1. Halo mass function of the full-resolution box at high redshift. 
ines are colour-coded in redshift (see legend). Solid lines refer to PINOCCHIO 

atalogs; dashed lines refer to the Crocce et al. ( 2010 ) analytic fit. 
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ccurate at such low masses, but we conservatively assume that the
isagreement is due to an inaccuracy of PINOCCHIO . 
Fig. A2 shows the halo mass function for the low-resolution box

thin lines) and the full-resolution run (thick lines). At high masses,
he agreement of the high-resolution box with the analytic prediction 
s poor while this is not the case for the low-resolution run where the
ox has not been divided into different domains. Fig. A3 shows the
onsistency of the seeding fraction among the high-resolution box 
nd a set of lower and lower resolution runs, where seeding of haloes
s decided by checking which particle in Lagrangian space contains 
he haloes that is seeded in the full resolution box. 

PPENDI X  B:  LARGE-SCALE  CLUSTERING  

O D E S  

hen we use the estimators such as the CORRFUNC library to find
he auto correlation of haloes in our 59.7 Mpc box, the correlation
unction only contains the clustering modes smaller than the box 
ize. If we want to make a simplistic comparison of our results
ith a large surv e y that sampled a much larger volume, we can
o so by analytically adding the larger scale clustering modes. To
nderstand how we achieve this, we examine the analytic expression 
or calculating the 3D 2pcf for haloes for the entire volume of the
MNRAS 525, 969–982 (2023) 
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Figure B1. Evolution of angular correlation function for 50 and 100 kpc isolation distances. The large-scale modes are not added in the e v aluation of this 
function. The labels are the same as in Fig. 8 . 
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hh ( r) = 

1 

2 π2 

∫ ∞ 

0 
dk k 2 b 2 h P ( k ) 

sin k r 

k r 
, (B1) 

here ξ hh is the correlation function of haloes, b h is the halo bias,
nd P ( k ) is the matter power spectrum. This integral can be split in
wo parts: 

ξhh ( r) = 

1 

2 π2 

∫ k box 

0 
dk k 2 b 2 h P ( k ) 

sin k r 

k r ︸ ︷︷ ︸ 
Large scale contribution ξLS ( r) 

+ 

1 

2 π2 

∫ ∞ 

k box 

dk k 2 b 2 h P ( k ) 
sin k r 

k r ︸ ︷︷ ︸ 
PINOCCHIO contribution ξPIN ( r) 

= ξLS ( r) + ξPIN ( r) , 

(B2) 

here k box = 2 π / L box , with L box = 59.7 Mpc in our box. The large-
cale contribution refers to the clustering modes of radial scale going
NRAS 525, 969–982 (2023) 
rom L box to infinity, and the PINOCCHIO contribution refers to all the
odes of radial scale from 0 to L box . Since the correlation estimator

eturns ξPIN , we calculated the large-scale contribution by using the
inear matter power spectrum from CAMB python library and halo
ias from COLOSSUS python library (Diemer 2018 ), using the bias
odel of Comparat et al. ( 2017 ), and then numerically integrated the

ower spectrum to obtain ξLS . 
To make a direct continuation of the angular clustering as

hown in Banik et al. ( 2019 ; their fig. 10), we present the angu-
ar clustering evolution of seeded haloes in Fig. B1 without the
arge-scale corrections added. This figure and Fig. 8 essentially
how the same information, with the only difference that the
gure presented here is in angular scale, and without the large-scale 
odes. 
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